Abstract. Ultra slow mono-energetic antiproton beams are under preparation combining novel techniques to decelerate antiprotons with an RFQD (Radio Frequency Quadrupole Decelerator), to trap, cool, and compress in an electromagnetic trap, and finally to extract as an ultra slow monoenergetic beam. This unique beam will make it possible to study the ionization processes around adiabatic energy regions, channeling, stopping power, antiprotonic atom formation processes under single collision conditions, to prepare metastable antiprotonic atoms such as pp, pHe +
INTRODUCTION
Before the termination of LEAR (Low Energy Antiproton Ring) at CERN in 1996, atomic collisions particularly charge asymmetry effects and high resolution laser spectroscopy of antiprotonic helium ( pHe + ) were intensively studied. Recently, the second generation facility, AD (Antiproton Decelerator), devoted to atomic physics experiments had been approved at CERN, and is expected to start its operation before the end of 1999. Until now, three proposals have been approved, two of which are on the production and spectroscopy of antihydrogen (ATENA and ATRAP collaboration) aiming to investigate a violation of CPT. The third one is on atomic collisions and spectroscopy of antiprotonic atoms (ASACUSA collaboration), which is to be discussed in the present report (1).
When an antiproton approaches an atom, an outermost electron is repelled by the antiproton, which causes the binding energy of the outermost electron to be shallower. In such a case, even a very tiny "kick" is strong enough to liberate the electron from the atom. This is expected to be a universal scenario of ionization at the initial stage induced by slow negatively charged heavy particles, which is essentially different from those by positively charged heavy particles. It is noted however that such a scenario has never been tested simply because no such beam has been available. Until now, ionization processes with antiprotons were studied as low as a few tens keV (2) . Theoretical predictions get conflicting with each other below this energy range, i.e., it is crucial to prepare antiproton beams with lower energies, which is the important subject of ASACUSA project beyond the foregoing projects in the LEAR era.
When the kinetic energy of the antiproton is less than the binding energy of the outermost electron, the particle is bound to the atom after the release of the electron, which is a naïve picture of an "exotic atom" formation process. As is discussed later, the binding energy of the particle just after the formation is comparable to or even less than the binding energy of the released electron, i.e., the particle is in a high Rydberg state. Furthermore, a considerable fraction of them are in a high angular momentum state, which is expected to be metastable with cascading lifetimes of the order of µsec or even longer, and a laser spectroscopy with a precision as high as ppb becomes in principle possible. However, in the real world, it is well-known that energetic hadrons with negative charge annihilate immediately in dense media through thermalization and antiprotonic atom formation. Inter-and Intra-Auger transitions and Stark mixing induced by neighboring atoms have been considered to be responsible to accelerate cascading processes and to shorten the lifetime. Because of this "common sense", it was a big surprise when metastable particle-He complexes were found and identified (3, 4) . Particularly, in the case of antiproton, a considerable fraction of pHe + has been found to survive more than ∼µsec even in liquid He. This extreme metastability has allowed to determine the binding energies of pHe + with ppm or even better precision, which provides the charge ratio and mass ratio between protons and antiprotons with an accuracy an order of magnitude better than before (5) . Extensions of the pHe + spectroscopy to higher resolution including a laser-microwave double resonance to measure hyperfine structure is the important subject of the ASACUSA project.
There have been vast progresses in catching and cooling antiprotons in an electromagnetic trap, which opens a way to develop ultra slow monoenergetic antiproton beams (6) . Once developed, various antiprotonic atoms can be prepared in vacuum keeping their intrinsic metastability, which enables for the first time to make a high precision laser spectroscopy of various antiprotonic atoms such as protonium (pp), the simplest pure hadronic atom, pHe
(1) (7) . Such an ultra slow antiproton beam will be prepared by the combination of AD (antiproton decelerator), RFQD (radio frequency quadrupole decelerator), and a Multi-Ring electrode trap (MRT) (8) . By this way, the number of ultra slow antiprotons available will at least be two orders of magnitudes larger than ever achieved.
In the following sections, several research plans are discussed together with the procedure to prepare ultra slow antiprotons which includes in itself various interesting research fields like accelerator physics, non-neutral antimatter plasma physics, etc.
PRODUCTION OF ULTRA SLOW ANTIPROTONS
Antiprotons had been discovered in 1955 for several GeV protons hitting a target (9), the reaction of which is given by p + p −> p + p + p + p.
(
Considering that the inner product of 4 dimensional momentum is invariant with respect to Lorentz transformation and four particles in the final states are all at rest in the center of mass frame (eq.1), the threshold energy of incident protons to produce antiprotons is evaluated to be about 5.6GeV in the target frame, i.e., the antiprotons so produced inevitably possess kinetic energies at least several hundreds MeV. In old days, the only way to get low energy antiprotons was to use a degrader foil followed by a momentum selector, which yield only weak and low quality antiprotons contaminated by 2 orders of magnitudes stronger pions and muons of the same momentum. In this respect, it was really a revolution when LEAR started to supply high intensity and high quality ∼5MeV p, which reduces the kinetic energy by three digits. What is going to be discussed here is to reduce another five digits, i.e., a new regime in slow antiproton studies. FIGURE 1. A schematic drawing of the proton synchrotron complex and AD at CERN As is schematically shown in fig.1 , the production of a high quality antiproton beam of ~10 eV is going to be realized via 1) Production of ∼5x10
7
p/pulse at around 3.5GeV/c with 26 GeV/c protons of 1.5x10
13 /pulse supplied from the CERN PS (proton synchrotron) 2) Accumulation of the 3.5GeV/c p, cooling, and deceleration down to 100MeV/c (5.3MeV/u) in the AD (Antiproton Decelerator), which takes 1min for cooling and deceleration. (Because of this macroscopic cooling time, slow unstable particles such as µ -or π -are not available in this way.) 3) Extraction of ~1x10 7 antiprotons per 1min. at 5.3MeV/u with the pulse width of ~250ns from the AD, and deceleration down to ∼50keV by the RFQD (radio frequency quadrupole decelerator). (The electrodes of the RFQD can be biased by 50kV, i.e., the energy of p from the RFQD is in principle continuously tunable from 0 to 100keV) 4) Injection into a superconducting solenoid where the Multi-Ring electrode Trap (MRT) is installed. 5) Capture, cooling down below eV, radial compression, and finally extraction from the MRT, which is expected to provide ultra slow antiprotons with an efficiency of several tens %. Transport features of the antiprotons from the RFQD to the trap have been simulated intensively by the RFQD group at CERN, which tells that the envelope (at 5 standard deviations) of the antiproton trajectories is compressed down to ~2 mm in radius upon injection at the center of the solenoid (10) (11) .
A schematic diagram of the antiproton cooling procedure is given in fig.2 . In order to capture antiprotons with rather low trapping potential, a thin degrader foil will be inserted to reduce the antiproton energy below 10 keV. The foil can be positively biased, which effectively reduces the energy straggling of the degraded beam and eventually increases the trapping efficiency (12) . The right end electrode of the trap (see fig.4 ) is negatively biased so that it reflects antiprotons. Before the reflected antiprotons reach the left end of the trap, the left end electrode is biased from 0 to <-10 kV, which results in trapping the antiprotons. In the trap, electrons are pre-loaded, which are cooled via synchrotron radiation with a time constant τ rad . At 5T, τ rad is about 0.1sec (7) . The cooled electrons then cool the injected antiprotons via the Coulomb interaction in the time range of 10 sec. (6) (13). The MRT has been employed to store as many as ∼5x10 6 p and about 100 times more electrons in a prolate spheroid with a radius ∼1 mm and its axial length ∼50 mm with a rather low trapping potential. It is noted that the overall trapping efficiency of the present setup is designed to be about two orders of magnitudes higher than that obtained by a conventional trapping scheme, i.e., the combination of a degrader foil and an electro-magnetic trap. Recently, slow positrons of 0.1eV to several tens eV with an energy width of about 18meV have been successfully prepared (14) employing a method similar to what is discussed here, which supports the scheme described here. FIGURE 2. A schematic procedure to trap, cool, and extract antiprotons. Figure 3 shows a drawing of the superconducting solenoid, which is designed so that (a)the bore is bakable while keeping the superconducting solenoid at liquid helium temperature, and (b)the bore where the MRT is installed is independently movable to align the MRT axis to the symmetry axis of the magnetic field, which is essential to realize a successful extraction of slow charged particles. Further, the magnetic field is scannable at 5T/90sec, which allows us to vary the field strength depending on the operational stage, i.e., injection, cooling, or extraction. In order to simulate the whole procedure to prepare ultra slow p trapping, cooling, and extraction, experiments with p and H -are in progress (13) . As is well known, the rotation angular frequencies for electron and antiproton plasmas, ω e and ω p , are given by
respectively, where ω ce is the cyclotron angular frequency of electron (=eB/m e ), ω pe is a plasma angular frequency of the electron, which is defined as ((ρ e +ρ p )e 2 /m e ε 0 )
). In the present condition (i.e., ρ e >> ρ p ), ρ e governs the Brillouin limit for antiprotons as well as that for electrons, which are 3x10 9 B(T) 3 . A drawing of the 5T superconducting solenoid. respectively. Equations (4) and (5) tell that (a) ω p -is proportional to ρ e /B, i.e., the kinetic energies of antiprotons and electrons due to the rotation are higher for lower B, (b) for ρ e ∼5x10 9 /cm 3 and B=5T, ω p -is ∼2% larger than ω e -, which causes the antiproton cloud to be extruded out from the electron cloud (15, 16) , and (c) ω p -is ∼10 7 /sec, which corresponds to the p kinetic energy of ∼0.5 eV at the periphery of the plasma. This rotation could cause a serious problem if one wants to have very cold antiprotons in the laboratory frame although the antiproton temperature in the rotation frame could be as low as the environmental temperature, i.e., several K in A drawing of the MRT is shown in fig.4 , which consists of 14 cylindrical electrodes of 40 mm in inner diameter and total length of ∼500 mm. Seven electrodes near the center are to form a harmonic potential to stably store and cool antiprotons (8) . One of them is segmented into four so that a rotating field can be applied to the plasma to increase or decrease its rotation frequency (17) (18) As is seen from eqs (4) and (5), the higher the frequency, the higher the density, i.e., the plasma is compressible by applying appropriate rotating fields. The plasma compression in the MRT has been successfully tested with electrons (13) .
Cooled antiprotons will be extracted at ∼keV as a continuous or a pulsed beam from the trap and transported to the target area, where the antiprotons are decelerated down to 10 eV range. Several differential pumping stages separated by small holes (∼3 mmφ) are necessary on the way from the trap to the target chamber, to keep the trap area at UHV and at the same time to use a gas cell of 10
-3
Torr in the target chamber.
ATOMIC PHYSICS WITH ANTIPROTONS Ionization
One of the most fundamental process in atomic collisions is ionization. In particular, ionizing processes in p-H collisions provide the simplest and accordingly the ideal case to test our understanding of collision dynamics (2) (19). At high velocities (i.e., the projectile velocity is much higher than a typical velocity of the electron to be ionized), single ionization cross sections are known to be practically the same for p and p as the first Born approximation tells. When the projectile velocity gets lower, the polarization effects and then deflection effects start to play roles, which make the ionization cross section by p to be smaller and then higher than that by p.
Single ionization cross sections of D for p are summarized in fig.5 The single ionization cross section of He shows a clear peak at ∼70 keV in contrast to the D target case (2) (24). It is noted that the critical distance for He is "negative", i.e., the electronic binding energy stays negative finite even under unified atom limit, which is known as H -. Ionizations of atoms and molecules with different critical distances are expected to be very important for comprehensive understanding of collision dynamics.
Kinematically complete ionization experiments of hydrogen and helium targets by antiprotons are under discussion employing a technique of Recoil-Ion Momentum Spectroscopy (25) , which will be combined with a table top electrostatic storage ring (26) . The double ionization process of helium by antiproton has been intensively studied, which revealed that σ ++ (p) is about two times larger than σ ++ (p) of the same velocity even for projectile energies as high as 10 MeV/u (2). It has been shown that the electron-electron correlation plays an essential role to reproduce the observations. In this direction, the study of double excitation process combined with the kinematically complete experiment described above should be very interesting, because a collision system with (quasi-)bound states can be handled more accurately as compared with those involving two continua like in the case of double ionization, and could be more sensitive to details of the collision dynamics (27) .
The stopping power of ∼keV antiprotons, the channeling of ∼100 keV antiprotons through a single crystal target, etc. will also be studied with beams directly from the RFQD and the MRT. It is predicted that ∼100keV antiprotons show a characteristic channeling pattern (28), which will be experimentally studied for the first time with antiproton beams from the RFQD.
Antiprotonic Atom Formation
When an antiproton with very low kinetic energy ionizes an atom, it can be trapped into an atomic orbital with a large principal quantum number n. Considering the energy conservation before and after the collision in the center of mass system, the binding energy of p, ε pA , is estimated to be
where µ AB is the reduced mass of particles A and B, ε R is the Rydberg constant (∼13.6 eV), ε AB is the binding energy between A and B, K AB = (1/2)µ AB υ AB 2 , and υ AB is the relative velocity between A and B (7). Equation (6) tells that (a) the trapping cross section is finite if 0 < K pA < ε eA , and (b) n is a function of Κ pA , which varies from n min ( ∼(µ pA /m e )(ε R /ε pA ) 1/2 ) to infinity as K pA increases from 0 to ε eA , i.e., the principal quantum number n is tunable. Because the momentum carried by the released electron is fairly small, the momentum of pA + is practically that of the incident p. In other words, the pA + so prepared could be used as a high quality beam maintaining the quality of the incident p beam. fig. 6 . The solid line and the dotted line shows protonium formation cross section, σ pp , and total (formation and ionization) cross section, σ t , in p-H collisions, respectively. A clear threshold is seen at around 30eV for σ pp , although σ t varies smoothly. The same calculation predicts that the n distribution peaks at around 30, 38, and 60 for the antiproton energy of 2.7, 10.8, and 21.8eV, respectively, which is also consistent with eq.6. The l distribution peaks at around 25, 35, and 30 for the above antiproton energies (30) . At very low energies, the polarization of the target atom becomes important, which makes the antiprotonic atom formation cross section to be inversely proportional to the antiproton velocity.
The prediction for H 2 targets are also shown in fig.6 , which indicates that initial internal motion of the molecule plays an important role in the antiprotonic atom formation process (29) . Because of this, the antiprotonic atom formation cross section stays finite even beyond the threshold energy given in eq.6. The dash-dotted line and the dashed line in fig.6 show σ pp , and σ t for p-H 2 collisions, respectively. The internal motion also considerably broadens the angular distribution of pp. The role of the third body in determining the pA + formation cross section above the threshold has also been predicted for multi-electron system like Ne (31) . Further, molecular targets could provide an interesting chance to study a "dynamic Stark effect" because the antiprotonic atom evolves in the electric field of the spectator atom (ion) for a finite time. The electric field will increase the fraction of s-state components due to Stark mixing, and accordingly increase the annihilation rate, which may provide a new and sensitive measure of collision dynamics.
Various multielectron antiprotonic atoms are also expected to have intrinsic metastability, which can be realized only when they are produced in vacuum under single collision conditions. Like in the case of H, Li has a positive critical distance for antiproton (d cr =0.79 a.u) (32) . As the antiproton replaces the 2s electron of Li, it is far outside of the residual two 1s electrons, i.e., the Auger transition rates will be fairly small because the transition energies are large and the spatial overlap between the initial and the final orbits is small. It is further noted that the antiprotonic states with the same principal quantum number but with different orbital angular quantum numbers do not degenerate, i.e., pLi + is strong against annihilation induced by Stark mixing (32, 7, 11 
High Precision Spectroscopy of Antiprotonic Atoms
The discovery of meta-stable pHe + has made it possible to study the nature of antiprotonic atoms with high precision laser spectroscopy (3) (33) . This field has developed rapidly from the level of identification of the principal and angular momentum quantum numbers (i.e., n and l) to the level of determination of the transition energies with a fraction of ppm (5), which agrees with theoretical predictions taking into account relativistic and QED effects on the bound electron (34) (35) (36). The above finding tells that if the theoretical treatment of the Coulomb three-body system is correct, the mass and the charge difference between proton and antiproton is less than ppm, which is an order of magnitude more accurate than before.
In the ASACUSA project, studies in this direction will further be pursued employing, e.g., laser and microwave double resonance, which enables to determine the magnetic moment of antiprotons with much higher accuracy than ever achieved. Among various antiprotonic atoms to be available with the ultra slow p beams, protonium is particularly interesting because it is the simplest two body system consisting of a particle and an antiparticle with strong interaction. It is noted again that a monoenergetic pp is available only with an atomic hydrogen target, the density of which cannot be very high. In this respect, a possible alternative of a pure two body system is pHe ++ , the principal quantum number of which could be tunable not only with the incident energy of p but also with a He target in excited states. Such a two body system in a Yrast state can decay only via slow radiative transitions when the external electric field is negligible, and its lifetime can be much longer than 1µsec, i.e., a high resolution laser spectroscopy becomes applicable to protonium and/or pHe ++ for the first time. A sketch of a possible experimental setup to measure the formation cross section and to make high precision laser spectroscopy is drawn in fig.7 . The formation cross section and the (n,l) distribution of pp will be determined by measuring the time difference between the electron signal and the annihilation signal together with the position of annihilation. In the case of Laser spectroscopy, again the emitted electron triggers a Laser, which excites one of the formed states into a high n state with a much longer lifetime, i.e., a high precision spectroscopy of pp can be made via the lifetime measurements.
